Today's Agenda

- Flipped Classroom Approach
- Three "C's" of Engagement
These tips have been tested
**Flipped Classroom**

- **Flexibility**
  - Students learn on their own

- **Community**
  - Frees up time for community building

- **Practice**
  - Skills heavy class
Three “Cs” Of Student Engagement

Community
Communicate
Consistency
Community

- interact with peers
- partner and small groups
- impromptu exercise
- RCR – Roll Call Response
Today's Class – think about your answer for Roll Call

If you were stranded on a desert island, what three items would you want to have with you?
Today's Class – think about your answer for Roll Call

Would you rather eat pancakes, waffles, or French toast?
Today's Class – think about your answer for Roll Call

Why do you think we do the RCR?
Communicate

Plan for the day/week

Canvas: Show/Model

Canvas: Use all communication features to your advantage to help students (see TLT Session)
Effective Use of Canvas Announcements

- Preschedule
- Motivation Monday
- Copy semester to semester
- Video
- Use list to manage distribution
- Hack
1. Grading process
2. MAPS Returns
3. APA & Oral Citations
4. DBC
5. INFORM Speech

Time Frame: 5-6 minutes in length

• Time limits are strictly enforced. You will be allowed a 30 second grace period (over or under time); after that, 3 points will be deducted for each thirty seconds (or fraction thereof) over or under time.
Homework

**DUE TONIGHT 11:59PM**
Continue with Module 9 Work
Continue with updating/editing your speeches

PRACTICE

Due Friday 11:59pm
• Q6
• Q7 (Survey)
• AA worksheet
• Persuasive Topic

Weekend: SPEECHES
• PRACTICE
• INFORM Outlines due 11:59pm on YOUR speech day

Next week:
• Heads up for revision on VA assignment.
Consistency

- Same PPT format
- Same routine
- Same small groups
## Housekeeping and Announcements

### Recording
- “In order to provide instructional content to students registered that might not have been able to join today, we will be recording this class session. By joining today’s class session, you consent to being recorded.”

### Attendance
- RCR
- Name in chat

### Zoom Etiquette
- Change name/Group
- Mute
- Camera
MANTRA

Flexibility

Patience

Grace
THANK YOU!

Contact me with questions!

- dpr15@psu.edu
- https://www.linkedin.com/in/dawnpfeiferreitz/
- @Dawn_P_Reitz